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Getting started 
 

To be able to see/find/contribute to your ITSU community you must have logged in to the 

website using the EU Login button at the top right hand of the homepage. If you are logged in 

you see your name, rather than EU Login: 

Non logged in      Logged in   

 

 

Scroll down on the homepage to the “Collaborative Spaces” section, and click on 

“Communities”. 

All private communities are orange. If you cannot find your ITSU easily, 

you can use the faceted search on the left: Filter by: Search: ITSU + 

name of the city, e.g. “ITSU Galway”, or just the name of the city (e.g.“Galway”), then hit 

the return button, or ‘refine results’. 

 

Section-by-section guide 
 

Once you open your ITSU, you can find the list of sections in the left menu, under “PAGE 

CONTENTS”: 
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Information 
 

a. What/why? This is a section that gives information about the university and 

the course, including the curriculum, if there are aptitude tests, what the final 

exams look like, what language combinations are offered etc. The aim is to 

have all and any information that could be useful to interpreters from SCIC 

involved in the training support activities on one page. That way the university 

only has to write it once, and not each time to individual trainers. 

b. Who? This is up to the university itself to add, and to keep updated should 

there be changes. Access is open to all members. 

c. How? In order to populate this page with text and with photos: 

 

 When you are on the Info page, scroll up to the top and click EDIT: 

 

 

 A form appears – any parts marked with a red asterisk are compulsory: 
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The main form falls under “General” (see left tabs), but you must also add the 

“Categorisation” – i.e. conference interpreting. Keyword selection is not compulsory but is 

recommended: 

 

 

 

 The “language” should be English  

 The “title” and “headline” are already given – but if you want to change something 

please do 

 The information and photos should go in the “Body” 

 To add photos you need to click on this button in the body section menu: 
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Then Choose “File- upload” and “Next”: 

 

 
 

 

At this stage it is important to check the title and the sections “Alt text” (useful for the 

indexing of search engines) and “Title text” (for the image to have a title showing up 

when the pointer is over the picture). Click on SAVE: 

 

 
 

You can now choose among different formats. The default one is a rectangular standard 

one. For smaller formats you can experiment with the “Teaser” one (squared) and the 

“Preview” (small rectangle). 

 

The system shows you a preview of the final result and you can always go back and 

change it. 
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 Right at the bottom you should see “Disable rich-text” and the format should be 

“Full HTML”.  That is already given as well but please do not change it. 

 Click Save. 
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Blog 
 

a. What/why? Here every member can write messages destined 

for the whole community. Important: This is the only ITSU 

section which generates notifications , so it is the best place 

for reaching everyone, e.g. if you want to draw attention to a 

given event/news item etc. All members of this ITSU will get 

the notification. 

b. Who? Access is open to all, and any member can write a post. 

We encourage SCIC and university trainers to use this as much 

as possible, and to only communicate through the KCI rather 

than via email. 

c. How? To write a new post, simply hit “WRITE A POST”. 

 

 

The most recent post is on the top. 

If a post is longer than two sentences, there will be a button that says “Read more”. 

If there are replies to the post they will be ‘hidden’ behind the post – to see them please click 

on “Show Responses”. Once read you can click on “Hide responses”. 

As the author of the post you can “Edit” and/or “Delete” it.  

You can “Reply” to others’ posts and you can also “Like” their posts, or “Report” them if 

they are inappropriate and do not adhere to the communities’ code of conduct. 
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How to add an attachment to your post 
 

If you want to add a picture, a document or a video to your post, use the media browser 

functionality provided for in the taskbar: 

 

Documents: 

Click on BROWSE in order to select your file (s. list of allowed file types), then click 

UPLOAD and NEXT: 

 

You may want to display the document with a different name. If this is the case, modify the 

name in the box “File name”. Then click on SAVE: 
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Under “Options” – “Display as”, select “Default”, then click on SUBMIT: 
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The file is now embedded into your post. By clicking on SAVE, the post is published: 

 

 

 

Pictures: 

If your attachment is a picture , an additional dialogue box will appear. At this stage it is 

important to check the section “Alt text” (useful for the indexing of search engines) and “Title 

text” (for the image to have a title showing up when the pointer is over the picture). When 

you are ready with this, click on SAVE: 
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You can now choose among different formats. The “Default” one is a rectangular standard 

one. For smaller formats you can experiment with the “Teaser” one (squared) and the 

“Preview” (small rectangle). The system shows you a preview of the final result and you can 

always go back and change it. You can now click on SUBMIT: your picture will be embedded 

into your message: 

 

 

Videos: 

The following dialogue box appears when you want to upload a video. You can add a 

description and then click on SAVE: 
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You are now given the same options as when uploading a picture. For videos, however, you 

have to select either “Default” or “Preview”. Click then on SUBMIT, and your video will be 

embedded into your message: 

 

Important: Do not forget to click on SAVE before leaving the editing page. 

Follow the same steps for all different sections in which the “Write a post” functionality is 

foreseen (see below in the description of each section). 

 

Members 

a. What/why? This is an alphabetical list of all the members of the 

community (who have public, visible profiles – those who are 

members but do not have a public profile can be found under 

“Group” – “Manage People”, so you can check who is a member 

even if they are not visible). You can also contact people 

individually here. 

b. Who? Access to this page is open to all. It is up to universities to 

add their own members, i.e. students and trainers. B1 will add all 

the SCIC people. Again, we encourage everyone to contact other 

members through the KCI rather than via email. 

c. How? 

You can only add someone if they have a profile, so if you cannot find them you will need to 

contact them and ask them to make a visible profile. In order for a profile to be visible, the 

“Yes” box under “Visibility” should be checked. One can find this by opening his/her profile, 

clicking on “Edit”: 
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then on “Information”: 

 

and scrolling down: 

 

 

To add members , please do the following:  

 

 Go to the top of the page and click “Group”: 

 Click on “Add people” 

 

 Type their name (we suggest you to start by typing the first name of the person) into the 

“username” field. If they do not appear, it is probably because they do not yet have a 

profile on the KCI. In this case please contact the person and ask them to create a profile 

(remind them that once they have created an EU Login their profile needs to be unblocked 

by the webmaster before they can create a profile. They will receive a message saying so – 

and once it is unblocked they will receive a notification) 
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 If their name appears click on it and assign them a role 

 IMPORTANT – university trainers should be given the trainer role. 

Students are assigned no role (do not check any of the boxes for the m). 

Administrator member is reserved for SCIC. 

 You may add a “Request message” if you wish, but it is not necessary. 

 Click the “Add users”  button at the bottom and you should then get a 

message on the page saying that that person has been added and will get a 

notification. 

If you think someone is a member but does not appear in the list on the main page, it is 

because they do not have a visible profile. You can see ALL the members if you click on 

“Group” and then on “People” (manage the group members). If you want to remove a 

member (e.g. the students at the end of an academic year) you can also do this here, by 

scrolling down to their name and clicking “Remove” (on the right). 

To contact someone individually, use the small envelope icon. You can only contact someone 

if they are in the Members list with the envelope icon next to their names. If they 

are members but are not visible, ask them to make themselves visible. 
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Calendar 
 

a. What/why? In this section any member of the community can add an event and add 

documents to an event. The aim of this section is to include all events involving 

cooperation with SCIC, and adding any relevant documents e.g. the script for virtual 

classes or the programme for Study Visits. PA trainers can also add articles they might 

want students to read before arriving etc. 

b. Who? Full access for all members. However, remember that there are no notifications 

linked to the calendar. So, if you have added an event or a document to an event, 

please notify everyone by writing a small post in the Blog section. 

c. How?  

How to add/modify an event: 

Any member of the community can add an event. You can only edit or delete your own event, 

no one else’s. 

 Under the “Page Contents” menu click on “Calendar” 

 At the top click on the “+Add event” button  

 Fill at least all the compulsory fields indicated with an * 

 If the event lasts just one day de-select the button “Show End Date”: 

 

 In the left menu select “Categorization”  under “Type classification” you must 

select one of the 4 values. Keyword selection is not compulsory but it is 

recommended. 
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 You can add files or images in the multimedia section (not compulsory):  

 

 “Image” – “Choose File” – “Upload” – This will be the cover image of your event 

 “Attach media” – “Browse” – This will add files to your event (pdf-word etc...). 

 Once all is done click on SAVE at the end of the page and your event will appear in 

the calendar and will be clickable. 

 Files will appear as an icon at the bottom of the page. 

Grants and Bursaries 
 

a. What/why? This lists the number of bursaries awarded per year, and any grant 

allocated (for now only by SCIC). It is important for SCIC staff involved with 

cooperation activities to have an overview of what financial support the university 

is benefiting from. 

b. Who? Everyone can see this section, but only B1 adds the information. 

c. How? Read-only for all (see above) 
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Speech Repository 
 

This is simply a link to the Speech Repository, which opens in another window. Again it is 

for ease of use, so that everything is in one place. A student checking the calendar and seeing 

they have been asked to listen to a given speech can find it directly here. 

 

 Academic Years 
 

This section is where there are differentiated accesses, which it is important to note.  

Each academic year has its own tab (s. left menu): 

 

Creating a new academic year 
 

This is done by B1. 

 

Modifying the content of a section 
 

Inside each academic year you will find the following tabs (in order to display them, you 

should click on the academic year of your choice in the left menu): 

 

NB: The last tab (“PA trainer documents and reports”) is visible for SCIC only. 

Click on a given tab in order to enter that section. If you want to modify its content, click on 

MODIFY CONTENT. 
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When you click on MODIFY CONTENT, in the left menu you will find all the subsections of 

that Academic Year: 

 

 

You have to select the section you want to modify by clicking on its title in the left menu. In 

the lower section you should see “Disable rich-text” and the format should be “Full HTML”.  

That is already given: please do not change it. 

When you are ready with inserting/modifying your text, do not forget to click SAVE at the 

end of the page. 
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Uploading files to a section 
 

In addition to inserting new text, you can also upload documents, pictures or videos to each 

of the various sections of a given academic year. This can be done either in the body of the 

section or by attaching a file to your post.  For the “Pedagogical Assistance”, “Virtual 

Classes” and “Student visits” sections, you have the following options: 

Option n. 1: 

Click on MODIFY CONTENT: 

 

 

Select the section you want to modify in the left menu (“Pedagogical Assistance” in this 

example) and then click on ATTACH MEDIA. Once your file has been uploaded and 

attached, do not forget to click on SAVE: 
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Important: with this functionality, only a limited number of file types is allowed (mainly text 

documents, Excel files, power point presentations). 
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Once saved, the document will appear in the screen of the corresponding section (the 

Pedagogical Assistance section in this example), in a separate subsection called “List of 

documents”: 

 

 

 

Option n. 2: 

Click on MODIFY CONTENT:  
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And then on the “Media browser” icon in the taskbar: 

 

With this functionality, a wider range of file types is allowed in addition to documents, i.a. 

pictures and videos. In order to upload and embed your attachment, please refer to the 

instructions described under section How to add an attachment to your post above, as the 

procedure to follow is the same as when attaching a file to a post. 

 

In this case, your attachment will appear in the same screen of the section as with the 

functionality MODIFY CONTENT > ATTACH MEDIA (s. above, Option n. 1), but not in a 

separate subsection: 
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Option n. 3: 

Click on WRITE A POST: 

 

 

 

Then click on the Media browser icon in the taskbar: 

 

 

and follow the steps described under section How to add an attachment to your post above. 

Your attachment will be embedded in your post. 

 

Important: in the section Feedback , only options 2 and 3 are available in order to upload 

files: in other words, the functionality ATTACH MEDIA is not foreseen there. 
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Description of the various sections under “Academic Year” 
 

Students and Teachers : open to all members 
 

 

a. What/why?  This section lists the current cohort’s students and their language 

combinations as well as the trainers and their language combinations. Having this 

information in one place is extremely useful, and avoids SCIC trainers having to ask 

for it each time, and universities having to keep sending it out. 

b. Who? It is the universities who are responsible for adding this information. They 

should also delete any previous cohort’s details, to ensure compliance with data 

protection rules. 

c. How? In order to add students and teachers details: 
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Click on MODIFY CONTENT: 

 

Then click on Students & teachers, insert the data directly into the various boxes and do 

not forget to save: 

 

You can of course modify the standard table by adding rows or columns. We do NOT 

recommend adding more than 2 columns. 
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How to add a row:  

Right click on a row and select “Row”-“Insert Row”: 

 

How to add a column: 

Right click on a column and select “Column”-“Insert Column”: 
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Pedagogical Assistance: only for SCIC and university trainers (NO 

STUDENT ACCESS) 
 

 

a. What/why?  This section can be used to organise, brief, debrief and give 

specific feedback on PA sessions (for general feedback, you can use the 

section under the tab “Feedback”, s. further below under “Feedback”). As the 

students do not have access, this can be done frankly and freely. We expect 

that both university and SCIC trainers will make good use of this section. 

SCIC trainers for example can write a succinct report on the PA session for the 

university. University trainers can add their own comments, raise specific 

issues etc. 

b. Who? As said above this section is for university and SCIC trainers only. 

c. How? This section is used by B1 to upload some information about the PA 

sessions scheduled with that university (pedagogical assistance description). 

SCIC and universities trainers can add additional content either in the main 

body of the section (MODIFY CONTENT) or by writing a post (WRITE A 

POST) or replying/liking someone else’s post. For technical details, please 

refer to Modifying the content of a section  and Uploading files to a section 

above. NB: If you post something here, you should signal it to the course 

leader/your contact at the university/SCIC using the individual messaging 

system on the Members page, as no automated notification will be generated.  
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Virtual classes: only for SCIC and university trainers (NO STUDENT 

ACCESS) 
 

 

a. What/why?  This is a section that can be used to debrief and give feedback on 

virtual classes (ex ante logistics will still be done using email so as not to clutter 

the forum, but this is a space for ex post comments). As the students do not have 

access, this can be done frankly and freely. We expect that both university and 

SCIC trainers will make good use of this section. SCIC trainers for example can 

write a succinct report on the virtual class for the university. University trainers 

can add their own comments, raise specific issues etc. 

b. Who? As said above this section is for university and SCIC trainers only 

c. How? This section is used by B1 to upload some information about the virtual 

classes scheduled with that university (like dates, final scripts, etc). SCIC and 

universities trainers can add additional content either in the main body of the 

section (MODIFY CONTENT) or by writing a post (WRITE A POST) or 

replying/liking someone else’s post. For technical details, please refer to 

Modifying the content of a section and Uploading files to a section above. NB: If 

you post something here, you should signal it to the course leader/your contact at 

the university/SCIC using the individual messaging system on the Members page, 

as no automated notification will be generated.  
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Student Visits: only for SCIC and university trainers (NO STUDENT 

ACCESS) 
 

 

a. What/why?  This is a section that can be used to debrief and give feedback on study 

visits (ex ante logistics will still be done using email so as not to clutter the forum, but 

this is a space for ex post comments). As the students do not have access this can be 

done frankly and freely. We expect that both university and SCIC trainers will make 

good use of this section. Similarly to the previous sections, SCIC trainers for example 

can write a succinct report on the study visit for the university. University trainers can 

add their own comments, raise specific issues etc. 

b. Who? As said above this section is for university and SCIC trainers only 

c. How? This section is used by B1 to upload some information about the study visits 

scheduled with that university (study visits description). SCIC and universities trainers 

can add additional content either in the main body of the section (MODIFY 

CONTENT) or by writing a post (WRITE A POST) or replying/liking someone else’s 

post. For technical details, please refer to Modifying the content of a section  and 

Uploading files to a section above. NB: If you post something here, you should signal 

it to the course leader/your contact at the university/SCIC using the individual 

messaging system on the Members page, as no automated notification will be 

generated. 
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Feedback: only for SCIC and university trainers (NO STUDENT ACCESS) 
 

 

a. What/why? This is a section that can be used to give more general feedback on the 

various activities. As the students do not have access, this can be done frankly and 

freely. We expect that both university and SCIC trainers will make good use of this 

section, and will write a succinct feedback. 

b. Who? As said above this section is for university and SCIC trainers only. 

c. How? SCIC and universities trainers can add content either in the main body of the 

section (MODIFY CONTENT) or by writing a post (WRITE A POST) or 

replying/liking someone else’s post. For technical details, please refer to Modifying the 

content of a section and Uploading files to a section above. NB: If you post something 

here, you should signal it to the course leader/your contact at the university/SCIC 

using the individual messaging system on the Members page, as no automated 

notification will be generated. 
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PA trainer documents and reports: for SCIC only (NO UNIVERSITY 

ACCESS) 
 

a. What/why? This is a section only for SCIC. B1 and SCIC PA trainers can use it in 

order to exchange relevant internal documents and messages. 

b. Who? SCIC only. 

c. How? SCIC PA trainers have received a separate version of this manual with 

instructions on how to use this section. 

 

 

Whom to contact for help or feedback 
 

Ivano SARNO (SCIC.B.1), KCI Webmaster, Ivano.Sarno@ec.europa.eu 

Paolo TORRIGIANI (SCIC.B.1), KCI Project Manager, Paolo.Torrigiani@ec.europa.eu  

mailto:Ivano.Sarno@ec.europa.eu
mailto:Paolo.Torrigiani@ec.europa.eu

